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1. Background

Document N3567 "Proposal to encode a Middle Dot letter for Phags-pa transliteration" 

proposed the encoding of a middle dot letter for transliteration and phonetic transcription 

purposes, and this character was unanimously accepted for encoding at Meeting 54 (see 

Resolution M54.13). Recently SEI have submitted document N3678, which suggests that 

there is no need to encode a middle dot letter, as the proposed usage is already catered for 

by U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT or U+02D1 MODIFIER LETTER HALF TRIANGULAR COLON. We 

believe that the author of N3678 has focussed too narrowly on one particular area of usage, 

that of Americanists, and does not fully appreciate the semantically different usages that the 

middle dot has amongst different user groups, and the different requirements of these user 

groups. The present document analyses the different usages of middle dot, and attempts to 

demonstrate that neither U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT nor U+02D1 MODIFIER LETTER HALF 

TRIANGULAR COLON are appropriate characters to represent the use of middle dot by 

Orientalists as a phonetic letter representing a glottal stop.

 

2. Middle Dot Use Cases

It is important to clearly distinguish the different uses to which the middle dot (frequently 

also referred to as a "raised dot") is put to, and to determine which is the most appropriate 

encoded character to represent each of these usages. We suggest that there are four main 

use cases for the raised or middle dot within the context of the Latin script, and that these 

four use cases represent semantically distinct abstract characters which merely share the 

same glyph shape.
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A. Interword Separation Mark

This is the oldest usage of the middle dot in the Latin script, dating back to the Roman period 

when early Latin inscriptions often used a middle dot, commonly referred to as an 

interpunct, to separate words. This usage is catered for by U+2E31 WORD SEPARATOR 

MIDDLE DOT [Po].

 

B. Intraword Separation Mark

The most important and widespread modern use of middle dot is as an intraword separation 

mark (what might be termed an intrapunct), for example in dictionaries to separate words 

into their constituent syllables (see Fig.1), or in linguistic texts to separate a word into its 

grammatical parts (see Fig.2). The middle dot is also used in Catalan and Occitan to indicate 

that two adjacent letters do not form a single grapheme, but belong to adjacent syllables (e.g. 

col·lecció "collection" in Catalan, and des·har "to undo" in Occitan).

 

Fig.1 : Humez & Humez 2008 page 201

 

Fig.2 : Gardiner 1957 page 28
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Fig.3 : Froman 2002 page xxxv

 

In this use case the middle dot is not a letter, but is simply used as a separation mark. It is 

therefore quite appropriate to represent such middle dots with the existing punctuation 

mark U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT [Po].

 

C. Length Marker

A middle dot is also frequently used as a length marker, especially in Amercianist usage.

However, as indicated by the following examples, in such cases the middle dot should 

properly be written as a triangle not as a dot.

 

Fig.4 : Rogers 2000 page 327
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Fig.5 : Pullum & Ladusaw 1996 page 244

 

Fig.6 : Pullum & Ladusaw 1996 page 245

 

In this use case the middle dot is also not a letter, but simply a mark indicating vowel length. 

Written properly it should be represented by means of U+02D1 MODIFIER LETTER HALF 

TRIANGULAR COLON [Lm], but if the dot form is preferred or required then it would be 

acceptable to use U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT. The proposed LATIN LETTER MIDDLE DOT is 

explicitly not intended to represent this usage.
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D. Phonetic Letter

The middle dot has been extensively used by scholars of East Asian languages since at least 

the 1930s to represent the glottal stop in phonetic notations, and in particular for the 

phonetic reconstructions of ancient and archaic Chinese (see Figs. 7-11), by well-known 

linguists such as Bernhard Karlgren (1889-1978), Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Dragunov 

(1900-1955), Li Fang-Kuei (1902-1987) and Edwin G. Pulleyblank (1922-). The middle dot is 

still used by some contemporary linguists to represent a glottal stop, for example in the 

reconstructed readings of Tangut characters by Gong Hwang Cherng in Li Fanwen's 2008 

Tangut dictionary (see Figs. 12-13). Following on from this tradition, the middle dot is 

universally used by Phags-pa scholars of all nationalities to transliterate U+A856 PHAGS-PA 

LETTER SMALL A (which is nominally regarded as representing a glottal stop) (see Figs. 14-

20). As can be seen from these examples, the use of a middle dot to represent a glottal stop

has been, and continues to be, a widespread tradition amongst Orientalists, and it is would 

be a grave disservice this user community to pretend that this phonetic letter does not exist.

 

Fig.7 : Karlgren 1940 page 15

 

Fig.8 : Karlgren 1940 page 167
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Fig.9 : Pulleyblank 1962 page 88

 

Fig.10 : Matisoff 2003 page 552
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Fig.11 : Chao Yuen Ren 1976 page 88

 

Fig.12 : Li Fanwen 2008 page 19 Fig.13 : Li Fanwen 2008 page 1024
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Fig.14 : Poppe 1957 page 19

 

Fig.15 : Poppe 1957 page 46
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Fig.16 : Junast & Yang 1987 page 7

 

Fig.17 : Junast & Yang page 150
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Fig.18 : Murata 1957 page 149

 

Fig.19 : Murata 1957 page 155

 

Fig.20 : Junast 1989 page 31
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The usage of middle dot in these examples is very different from the other three usages 

discussed above. The interword separator (interpunct), the intraword separator 

(intrapunct) and the length mark are all marks, the first two used exclusively between 

letters, and the last one used exclusively to modify a preceding letter. In contrast, the 

phonetic middle dot is an independent letter with a distinct phonetic value that can occur 

initially, medially or finally in a word just like any other letter. It should be processed as a 

letter, not as a punctuation mark, which means that it is inappropriate to use U+00B7 

MIDDLE DOT for this particular usage. We further note that the middle dot letter is always 

written as a circular dot, never as a triangular mark, and is thus unrelated to the Americanist 

usage of middle dot as a substitute for U+02D1 MODIFIER LETTER HALF TRIANGULAR 

COLON.

We strongly believe that whether or not U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT can be used as a hack 

substitute for the middle dot letter is irrelevant to the question of whether LATIN LETTER 

MIDDLE DOT should be encoded or not, and that encoding decisions should be based 

objectively on the facts of usage, not on the basis of irrational prejudice against encoding 

"yet another middle dot character". It is our contention that the above examples prove that 

Orientalists do use the middle dot as a letter, and that it should therefore be encoded as a 

letter for their convenience.

The encoding of such a letter should have no effect on the existing use of U+00B7 MIDDLE 

DOT to represent the middle dot when it is used as a separation mark or as a length mark. 

Although it should be obvious from its name that the new LATIN LETTER MIDDLE DOT 

character is not appropriate for use as a separation mark or a length mark, it should be 

explicitly stated in the code chart annotations for the new character that it is used by 

Orientalists to represent a glottal stop, and that the preferred character for other usages is 

U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT or U+2E31 WORD SEPARATOR MIDDLE DOT.

Finally, we would like to point out that the fact that LATIN LETTER MIDDLE DOT has the 

same or a similar glyph shape as U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT should not be an impediment to 

encoding it. There is ample precedent for separately encoding as letters punctuation marks 

that are used orthographically or in phonetic notation as letters:

 

Non-Letter Character Corresponding Letter

U+0021 EXCLAMATION MARK [Po] U+01C3 LATIN LETTER RETROFLEX CLICK [Lo]

U+0027 APOSTROPHE [Po]
U+A78B LATIN CAPITAL LETTER SALTILLO [Lu] 

U+A78C LATIN SMALL LETTER SALTILLO [Ll]

U+003A COLON [Po] U+A789 MODIFIER LETTER COLON [Sk]

U+2018 LEFT SINGLE QUOTATION MARK [Pi]
U+02BB MODIFIER LETTER TURNED COMMA 

[Lm]

U+2019 RIGHT SINGLE QUOTATION MARK [Pf] U+02BC MODIFIER LETTER APOSTROPHE [Lm]

U+201B SINGLE HIGH-REVERSED-9 QUOTATION 

MARK [Pi]

U+02BD MODIFIER LETTER REVERSED COMMA 

[Lm]

 

The proposed LATIN LETTER MIDDLE DOT is in this respect no different to the existing 

LATIN LETTER RETROFLEX CLICK (named LATIN LETTER EXCLAMATION MARK in Unicode 

1), and the same rationales used to justify the encoding of this and other punctuation-like 

letters apply equally to LATIN LETTER MIDDLE DOT.
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